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Blood flow in small curved tubes is modeled by the two-fl
model where a relatively cell-free fluid layer envelops a fluid c
of higher viscosity. The parameters in the model are success
curve fitted to experimental data for straight tubes. The curv
tube equations are then solved by perturbation theory. It w
found that curvature in general lowers the tube resistance,
increases the shear stress near the inside wall.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1634992#

1 Introduction
Blood can be considered as homogeneous in large blood

sels, but in small tubes the rheology shows considerable n
homogeneous behavior@1,2#. Due to the particulate nature of re
blood cells, there is an almost cell-free layer of plasma near
vessel wall. The major effect of this layer is to decrease the
parent viscosity or resistance~the Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect!, es-
pecially in medium to moderately small blood vessels. For ves
of 50-1000 microns, the phenomenon can be adequately desc
by the two-fluid model. First proposed by Vand@3# for general
suspensions, the model assumes a homogeneous fluid cor
closed by a fluid annulus of lower viscosity. The two-fluid mod
has been applied to blood flow in straight tubes, notably by Ha
@4# and Sharan and Popel@5#. The theoretical derivation of the
resistance formula of this model and our simple curve fit w
blood flow data in small straight tubes are given in the Append

In the microvasculature there are numerous instances wher
blood vessels are curved or tortuous@6#, especially in the disease
state. Also in biomechanical instrumentation blood may be tra
ported through small curved tubes. It is the aim of this study
investigate the effect of curvature on the wall shear and the re
tance of the flow through such a tube.

We shall use a coordinate system first proposed by Dean@7,8#
to treat the flow in a circular tube of small constant curvature. T
inertial effects are neglected since the Reynolds number in
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microcirculation is typically very small~of order 1023). The Dean
number, proportional to (curvature)(Reynolds number)2, is even
smaller. The secondary recirculation, which is prevalent for la
curved tubes, would be entirely absent.

Formulation
Let the tube be of radiusa, with a constant centerline curvatur

K. An orthogonal system can then be constructed from the
emental distance squared~Fig. 1a):

udxW u25~dr !21r 2~du!21L2~ds!2 (1)

where the center line scale factor is

L[12Kr cosu (2)

(r ,u) are local polar coordinates ands is the coordinate along the
center line. Since the inertial terms are absent, due to symm
one can show only the velocity componentw(r ,u) in thes direc-
tion exists. Using the scale factors from Eq.~1! ~e.g. Batchelor
@9#! the Stokes equation reduces to:

m

r H F r

L
~Lw!r G

r

1F 1

rL
~Lw!uG

u
J 5

G

L
(3)

Here G is the constant center-line pressure gradient~assumed
negative alongs), andm is the viscosity. Fig. 1b shows the two
regions. RegionI is the core containing red blood cells with ve
locity wI and viscositym I and RegionII is the cell-free layer of
thicknesst from the vessel wall and with velocitywII and viscos-
ity m II . Eq. ~3!, with the same pressure gradient, is solved se
rately for the two regions. The boundary conditions are that on
axis~at r 50) wI is bounded, on the wall~at r 5a) there is no slip,
i.e. wII (a,u)50 and velocities and shear stresses match on
interface atr 5a-t:

wI5wII (4)

m ILS wI

L D
r

5m II LS wII

L D
r

(5)

Solution
The solution for the two-fluid flow in a straight circular tube

given in the Appendix. We shall perturb from this solution. Let t
ratio of the tube radius to the radius of curvature of the center
be small, i.e.:

aK5« (6)

where«!1. ~Actual values of« is between 0 and 0.3 obtaine
from Ref.@6#!. The other variable are normalized to order unity
follows:

h[r /a (7)

wI5U~w01«w11«2w21¯ ! (8)

wII 5aU~u01«u11«2u21¯ ! (9)

-
. D.
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Here U5uGua2/4m I is a normalized pressure gradient,a
[m I /m II , and w0 ,u0 is the normalized straight tube solutio
~Eqs.~A2-A4!!:

w05C2h2, u0512h2 (10)

whereC is defined in Eq.~A4!. Upon substitution of Eqs.~8,9!
into Eqs.~3! the first-order equation is found to be

4h cosu1
1

h
@h~w12hw0 cosu!h1h2 cosuw0h#h

1
1

h2 ~w12h cosuw0!uu50 (11)

The first-order equation forwII is similar to Eq.~11!, only with w
replaced byu. Together with the perturbed boundary conditio
Eqs.~4,5! the solution is:

w15cosuFC1h2
3

4
h3G (12)

u15cosuF3

4
~h2h3!1C2S h2

1

h D G (13)

whered[t/a and

C15
$61~a21!@18d2~16a121!d21~4a13!~4d32d4!#%

4@212~a21!d2~a21!d2#
(14)

C25
7~a21!d~22d!~12d!2

4@212~a21!d2~a21!d2#
(15)

Notice the outer region velocityu1 is zero on the tube wall bu
may include terms which are singular at the center. Sincew1 ,u1
are periodic inu, they do not contribute to the net flow rate, whic
is of higher order. However, for the second-order flow rate corr
tion only the non-periodic part is needed.

Let an over bar denote the average with respect to the angu.
The averaging is then applied to the second-order terms of Eq.~3!.
The result is:

2h32FhS 1

2
hw01cosuw12w2hD G

h

50 (16)

with a similar equation foru2 . After some work, the solution is:

w̄25C31
C1C1

4
h22

11

32
h4 (17)

ū252
714C2

16
~12h2!1

11

32
~12h4!1C4 ln h (18)

where

Fig. 1 „a… The curved tube coordinates „r ,u,s …. The direction s
is along the center line. „b… Axial cross section showing two
fluid regions and the blunted velocity profile.
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32@212~a21!d2~a21!d2#

3$21~a21!@10d1~8a221!d228~2a23!d3

12~7a18!d426~a21!d51~a21!d6

228ad~22d!~12d!2 ln~12d!#% (19)

C45
21~a21!~12d!2d~22d!

8@212~a21!d2~a21!d2#
(20)

The net flow rate is then integrated

F52pa2U@q01«2q21O~«4!# (21)

where

q05E
0

12d

w0hdh1aE
12d

1

u0hdh5
a

4 F12~12d!4S 12
1

a D G
(22)

Fig. 2 Typical velocity profiles „dÄ0.1,aÄ3.2,uÄ0…. The first-
order correction w 1 due to curvature is anti-symmetric.

Fig. 3 The flow rate as a function of d. „aÄ3.317…. q 0 is for the
straight tube, q 2 is the correction due to curvature.
DECEMBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 911
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q25E
0

12d

w̄2hdh1aE
12d

1

ū2hdh

5
1

192@212~a21!d2~a21!d2#

3$21~a21!@14d2~576a143!d214~432a119!d3

2~1856a185!d41~832a162!d52~120a129!d6

28~a21!d71~a21!d8#% (23)

The above computations are facilitated by a computer prog
with symbolic capabilities

Results and Discussions
Figure 2 shows some typical velocity distributions. The zero

order is a blunted parabola form which has been observed in
periments using straight tubes@2#. The first-order correction is due
to the curving of the vessel. Contrary to high Reynolds num
flows, the velocity near the inner surface is increased while
near the outer surface is decreased. Consequently the shear
is higher on the inside wall near point A in Fig. 1a. The shear
stress on the vessel wall is:

t5m II wIIr 5
uGua

4
~u0h1«u1h1¯ !U

h51

5
uGua

4 F221« cosuS 2
3

2
1

7~a21!d~22d!~12d!2

2@212~a21!d2~a21!d2# D G
(24)

Whether higher local shear stress is the cause of vessel tortu
is still uncertain at present. Fig. 3a shows a typical zeroth-orde
net flow rateq0 versus the thickness-radius ratio. For smaller v
sels~largerd! the flow rate can be as much as 50% more due
the lowered viscosity of the cell-free layer. Fig. 3b shows a typi-
cal first-order flow rate correctionq2 due to curvature effects
Notice q2 becomes negative whend is larger than 0.026. This
means the resistance of a larger curved vessel is lower than th
a straight vessel, but the resistance of a smaller curved vess
higher than a straight vessel of the same size. These prope
would persist even when the curvature is not small.

Fig. 4 Relative apparent viscosity as a function of diameter
glass tube experiments †10‡, Eq. „A8…
912 Õ Vol. 125, DECEMBER 2003
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We can also solve Eq.~3! numerically. This is not recom-
mended since the parameter« is indeed small and the perturbatio
method is adequate. Furthermore perturbation solutions, being
act, do show more clearly the dependence of the various par
eters.

Appendix-Two-Fluid Flow in a Straight Tube
For a straight tube the curvatureK is zero and thus the scal

factor L51. Eq. ~3! becomes the Poisson equation:

m

r F ~rwr !r1
1

r
wuuG5G (A1)

Let d[t/a and a[m I /m II . The axisymmetric solution that sat
isfies the conditions of boundedness, no slip, and Eqs.~4,5! is:

wI5
uGua2

4m I
@C2~r /a!2# (A2)

wII 5
uGua2

4m II
@12~r /a!2# (A3)

where

C5~12d!22a@~12d!221# (A4)

The total flow can be integrated

Q5E
0

a2t

wI2prdr 1E
a2t

a

wII 2prdr

5
puGua4

8m II
F12~12d!4S 12

1

a D G (A5)

In order to compare with experiments, we define an apparent
cosity

mapp5
puGuD4

128Q
(A6)

whereD52a is the inside tube diameter, and a relative appar
viscosity

m rel[
mapp

m II
(A7)

Using Eq.~A5! we find

m rel5
1

12~12d!4~121/a!
(A8)

This is essentially the result of Vand@3#. The apparent viscosity is
that of the core when the thickness of the cell-free layer is ze
and is the plasma viscosity when the thickness equal the radiu
the tube. Using in vitro experiments~in glass tubes! of 19 sources
compiled by Pries et al.@1# and Secomb@10# we curve-fitted Eq.
~A8! for each hematocrit as shown in Fig. 4. The fitted values oa
and t5Dd/2 are shown in Table 1.

The error of the curve fit is within 3% for diameter D from 4
to 1000 microns. We keep in mind that any shear depende
from rouleaux formation, cell deformation, rotation, wall effec
nonparticle free plasma layer, etc are included in the appa

Table 1 Values of a and t fitted to experimental data in Fig. 4.

Hct 15% 30% 45% 60%

a 1.52 2.22 3.34 5.04
t 3.77 2.54 2.03 1.25
Transactions of the ASME
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curve fit of the two parameters. Also included is the relation
tween the tube hematicrit and the feed hematcrit, upon which
data was based. Thus it is not necessary to consider such co
cated effects for the two-fluid model. For in vivo experiments w
blood vessels instead of glass tube, the experiments show h
apparent viscosity, probably due to the uneven glycocalyx w
The curves however can be fitted similarly.
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A Novel Device to Evaluate the
Stiffness of Ankle-Foot
Orthosis Devices
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The evaluation of mechanical behavior of plastic Ankle-Fo
Orthosis (AFO) is important since AFO can provide an efficie
support to patients with disabilities in locomotion. This pap
reports on a novel testing apparatus that allows: (a) the eval
tion of AFO stiffness in sagittal and frontal planes; (b) the co
duction of semi-automatic trials; and, finally, (c) a global acc
racy associated to the AFO stiffness values always less than
The stiffness values are determined by the measurements o
imposed relative displacements between the foot and the sha
the orthosis and the induced reaction forces. The data collec
together in an exact 2-D approach, together with those provid
by gait analysis systems, allows to better understand gait al
ation induced by ankle orthosis, and to improve clinical mana
ment of patients.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1634993#
Copyright © 2Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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Introduction

Orthotic devices for lower limb assistance, such as unarti
lated AFO~Ankle-Foot Orthosis!, are orthotic appliances capab
of providing sufficient support for the lower leg to maintain a
upright position and are commonly prescribed for hemiplegics
control excessive plantar flexion to improve gait@1,2#.

Even though it is clear that AFOs dynamically interfere with t
gait kinematics, acting as complex springs coupled in parallel w
the ankle dorsi/plantar-flexors, it is still unknown how the m
chanical properties of AFOs should be selected in relation to
particular pathology of patients. Studies conducted were focu
on the impact of different AFO configurations on the function
locomotion in patients affected by hemiplegia@3–5#. As a general
observation, the purpose of studies conducted in that field wa
objectively evaluate the effects of specific AFO design on g
function of pathological and healthy subjects, depending on a
bal comparison of results obtained with healthy patients and d
collected while the patients walk wearing the orthosis, shoes
barefoot. The aim was to identify the best among some ot
orthotic devices usually prescribed in clinical practice. Howev
the tests conducted did not permit the correlation of AFO geo
etry and material properties directly to gait modifications in ord
to find some indication on the design of AFO. These indicatio
could be:~a! the realization of novel improved ad hoc design
~b! a proper modification by trimming an existing manufactur
AFO. The tasks mentioned can be reached only by putting
relation:~a! the dynamic structural properties of the AFO with~b!
the consequent patient gait modifications. Since point~b! is mea-
surable directly by means of optoelectronic systems, point~a!
should also be quantified by means of an adequate testing de
Hence, AFO stiffness can be considered the most important
chanical property, because AFO interferes with the muscular
tion in a spring-like mode. Since it is commonly accepted in m
tor control behavior that a continuous and adaptive variat
appears in the relative stiffness@6–10# of agonist and antagonis
muscles, the AFO adds its stiffness directly to the muscular o

Moreover, in the literature some researches were conducte
evaluating numerically or experimentally the stiffness or the fle
ibility of AFOs. The flexibility was initially examined numerically
@11–18# with the principal aim of preventing failure due to th
effect of fatigue. Other scientific papers were devoted to the
perimental validation of the state of stress obtained numeric
and the results generally confirmed both the findings from F
and the observed failures in clinical practice@14# and @19–21#.
Other papers are available in the literature and are more gene
focused on the experimental evaluation of the stiffness of AF
carried out by means of simple mechanical devices. Such dev
lack in the evaluation of the stiffness of AFOs by means of 1-D
pseudo-2-D approach and generally have determined the stiff
values only in two fixed directions@22–25#. An apparatus, capable
of partially overcoming the mentioned limitations, was propos
by Klasson et al.@26#; that device detected the flexibility of a
AFO in 5 degrees-of-freedom~DOF! however, because the dis
placement transducers were read sequentially, the prop
method was sensitive to the creep of the plastic.

Finally, some researchers have suggested that stiffness
surement of the AFOs may be carried out by means of an o
electronic system@27#. However, the viability of the proposed
experimental methodology suffers when numerous AFOs hav
be examined and largely depends on the skill of the experim
talist.

Corresponding author: University of Rome ‘‘La Sapienza;’’ Via Eudossiana,
00184 Roma, Italy. Phone:1139-06-44585273; Fax:1139-06-4881759 e-mail:
paolo.cappa@uniroma1.it.
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Vaughan.
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The main task, in the present research project, is the deve
ment of an orthosis test apparatus capable of accomplishing
following requirements, in determining the data of AFO stiffne
~a! results are synthesized in reports comparable with other re
made available by the gait analysis systems;~b! the global inac-
curacy must be less than about65%; and, finally,~c! should have
a low-cost design. The previously indicated range of variation
inaccuracy is justified by considering that the manufacturing p
cess does not allow better repeatability in nominally identi
AFOs.

Methods

1.1 General Project Description. The structural testing
machine to be designed and built must perform, at the pre
stage of the research project, tests on plastic AFOs in a manu
operated manner. However, it should also be possible to upg
the system without much difficulty to a closed loop system so t
an entire test could be performed automatically. The test appa
is designed to enable known relative movements of the foot
respect to the shank, applied by the experimenter. The resu
moments are then evaluated by means of an on-line p
processing of the measured interaction forces that are exerte
tween the rigid frame of the testing device and the AFO. Hen
the testing machine should be instrumented to evaluate the
placement of the shank referred to the foot imposed by the op
tor ~i.e., the applied input! and to measure the consequent int
action force ~i.e., the obtained output!. From the two sets of
variables, the stiffness can then be calculated.

We chose the joint coordinate system@28–30# and the Cardan
angle sequence (a,b,g⇒x,y,z axis rotation sequence! to de-
scribe the relative position of the foot in respect to the sha
Moreover, at the present stage, the analysis was focused o
two anatomic reference planes that are generally of interest:
sagittal and frontal planes. Our choice would also ensure tha
representativeness of data collected, would not be comprom
even though the variables relative to the third dimension, i.e.,
transverse plane, would not be monitored at the present ph
The scheme of the force-testing machine must take into acc
fund constraints.

1.2 Design and Theoretical Consideration. The force-
testing machine was realized, basically, by assembling off-
shelf mechanical elements and is a screw type, see Fig. 1.
main components are: a cross table with twox/y hand-controlled
slides and a tough frame used for vertical drill. The key poin
the interaction force between the rigid frame and the AFO th
due to the 3-D nature of the test, requires the use of an expen
six-component load cell. To avoid the use of such a compon
the mechanical connection between the AFO and the testing
tem was designed to decouple and reduce the number of f
components to be measured.

The foot model is firmly connected to the fixed and rigid fram
and joined to the shank by means of a prismatic and a card
joint as shown in Fig. 1; then, the operator can slide Fram
along x and y directions by a cross table in order to move t
shank only. Due to the design choice, the following equatio
~Appendix I! can be obtained that express the relations among~a!
shank attitude;~b! position of the moving pointO1 ; and ~c! dis-
tance L between the initial reference point0O1 and its generic
positionO1 :

x5L
tan~a!

cos~b!
; y5L tan~b! (1)

It can be shown that if the operator moves at first pointO1 to a y
arbitrary position, the ab/adduction angleb is locked and known,
then, holding they value, simply by sliding pointO1 into direction
x only the dorsi-plantar flexion anglea can change. It is necessar
to note that the design proposed is able to decouple rotationg to
the monitored variablesx and y, and, consequently, also to th
914 Õ Vol. 125, DECEMBER 2003
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calculated valuesa and b. In order to determine the moment i
the sagittal and in the frontal planes (Ma andMb), it is sufficient
to measure the components of reaction force in directionx andy
~Appendix I!:

FMa

Mb
G51J4

T 1F5F 2Fx

L

cos2~a!cos~b!

L

cos2~b!
~Fy2Fx tan~a!sin~b!!

G (2)

Where:

1J45F]1O4

]a
,
]1O4

]b G (3)

Finally, AFO stiffness K is a function of both the anglesa andb,
and is defined by:

K~a,b!5S ]Ma

]a

]Ma

]b

]Mb

]a

]Mb

]b

D (4)

1.3 Experimental Set-up and Testing Procedure. The
bone model of shank is a prismatic slider and it is inserted int
rigid plastic one modeled so that it adheres to the AFO examin
The foot model only consists of a rigid metal plate that adhere
the sole of the AFO and it is connected to frame 0 via two sm
holes. It should be noted that the present study fails, at the cur
stage, to represent of the orthoses/tissue interface and make
allowance for compliant feet. It is worth noting that such a cho
was also made in other experimental researches and it is, in
opinion, the necessary procedure for an exhaustive evaluatio
mechanical properties of AFOs. In fact, a rigid shank model p
mits the understanding of the correlation between an AFO defl
tion and its consequent reaction moments while the complianc
the soft tissue actually belongs to the patient’s behavior.

To conduct the test, a spiral AFO is fitted to the foot-sha
surrogate and the ‘‘knee position,’’ pointO4 of Fig. 1, is con-
nected to the base plate of the moving frame via a cardanic jo
The position of thex/y slider screws is monitored by two rotar
incremental optical encoders, while the induced reaction of
AFO is evaluated by means of the measurement ofFx andFy at
point O1 , by two single-axis load cells with the sensing ax
located on the table plane. In this way, the proposed testing
chine design allows the evaluation of force vector by the use o
multi-components sensor made up of two unidirectional sens
connected to the rigid frame by means ofad hoc decoupling
zones. Such a choice reduces the cost of the experimental s
significantly. However, both the misalignment effects and
axial clearance of the linear guide to which the load cells
connected could determine inefficient decoupling zones, hen
verification procedure was adopted. The verification system of
spurious element magnitude consists of a force generation sys
i.e., a dead weight and a wire, that transmit a force in a kno
direction applied at loading pointO1 . A weight of 29.4 N was
chosen, the multi-components sensor was tested three times
the raw data was interpolated with a least square method.
differences observed, described in the following, are:~a! a stan-
dard deviation of the vector magnitude always less than 2 N and
~b! a maximum error associated to the planar angle, i.e., the
jection of the force vector in thex/y reference plane, of 5°.

A multifunction data acquisition unit~16 bit! was used to ac-
quire 100 force signal data points every 1 mm traveled by
cross table inx direction and 5 mm iny direction. Four runs were
imposed inx direction leavingy fixed, consequently for each AFO
attitude four displacement and load data were gathered.

At the present stage of the research project, it was decide
zeroMg , i.e., ext/internal rotation moment, leaving the foot fre
Transactions of the ASME
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to rotate with respect to the shank and not to monitorg, i.e.,
ext/internal rotation angle. However, imposing in the experimen
protocol Mg50, does not represent a significant limitation, b
cause the patient’s shank can transmit to the internal surface o
AFO only shear values that determine small ext/internal rota
moment.

In order to calculate the uncertainties relative toa andb; Ma
and Mb ; and K, the usual propagation theory was used. It w
hypothesized that the errors are independent and symmetrical
regard to positive and negative values, so the method of addin
quadrature was adopted. The uncertainty associated with an
and moments can be estimated, from a conservative point of v
by considering the geometrical condition most favorable for
measurement and by extending it to the whole set of measu
Hence, for geometrical reasons, the worst condition for the m
surement of angles and moments occurs when botha and b are
equal to 0. As the uncertainties associated with:~a! x and y are
'0.5 mm, mainly due to slider backlash;~b! L is '1 mm, due to
operator skill; and~c! Fx andFy are'1 N, by manipulating Eqs.
1 and 2 results:«a/b>1%, «Ma/Mb>3.4%, and«Ka/Kb>4%.

Results and Discussion
All the data collected are synthesized in Fig. 2, where the t

ankle momentMt5AMa
21Mb

21Mg
25AMa

21Mb
2 is represented

as a function ofa and b. By examining the isolevel curves, th
non-symmetric behavior of the tested AFO is clearly evident; s
statement is consistent with the results available in literature.
observation can be summarized by two indicators: the chara
istic angles of the maximum and minimum stiffness of the AF
that are also indicated in the figure. In our opinion, the two ang

Fig. 1 Scheme of the AFO testing machine: two elementary
rotation of abduction and flexion are represented here by
angles bË0 and aË0 respectively, 0O1 is the ‘‘neutral’’ posi-
tion of the ‘‘knee’’; the rotation g is also showed.
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could synthetically represent mechanical behavior of the gen
spiral AFO. However, Fig. 2 also provides an indication of t
non-linear relationship between the total moment and the impo
anglesa andb.

Thus, to examine the mechanical behavior of the orthosis
greater detail, the data may be rearranged in a different mann
emphasize the non-constant and also non-linear relationship
tween the stiffness and the attitude of the AFO. Hence, the
lowing synthetic indexes of the orthosis stiffness,Ka and Kb ,
could be introduced:

Ka5K~a,b̄ !5
]Mb

]b
~a,b̄ ! (5)

Kb5K~ ā,b!5
]Ma

]a
~ā,b! (6)

The reason for introducing the above mentioned indexes, ins
of analyzing the full stiffness functionK(a,b) is that they repre-
sent a synthesis of the biomechanical behavior of the AFO.
methodology adopted to calculate stiffnessKa and Kb evidently
introduced some approximations because of the averaging eff
but it is conversely capable of synthetically visualizing and qu
tifying the non-linear behavior of spiral AFOs.

Both stiffness indexesKa and Kb were fitted with the two
quadratic functions indicated in Fig. 3. The validity of the fit ga
in both the cases anRadj

2 always greater than 0.95. The distributio
observed is consistent with expected theoretical distribution wi
confidence level set to 95% byx2 test. From an examination o
those graphs the significant non-linear mechanical behavior of
examined spiral AFO emerges clearly.

By means of the experimental procedure adopted a quantita
evaluation of AFOs elastic properties is made available to
medical staff, who can then prescribe the more appropr
orthotic device for a patient, starting from its actual elastic pro
erties, while, in current practice that choice is based on vis
analysis of the geometry of AFOs or on suggestions by the ma
facturers.

Fig. 2 Variation of the total moment AMa
2¿Mb

2¿Mg
2 as a func-

tion of a and b. The moment Mg is always zeroed because the
foot is free to rotate.
DECEMBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 915
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Conclusions
The potential of the proposed testing machine to success

perform tests on AFOs has been demonstrated. Hence, the t
to craft a test system so that it delivers valid data in a form that
user can easily assimilate is reached. The stiffness graphs
proposed can be inserted effectively in the AFO data shee
complete the information made available to the user.

Consequently, the test apparatus could permit in perspecti
procedure capable of tailoring the AFO to the needs of a spe
patient to obtain moderate or large ankle movements and eva
ing the mechanical behavior of future design of AFOs prior to
clinical trial. The proposed apparatus can be upgraded by usi
motorized slider to conduct not only quasi-static trials, but a
dynamic ones, so that the tests are even closer to the actual u
AFOs.

Nomenclature

Fx ,Fy 5 forces measured by thex andy load cells
jHi 5 roto-translation homogeneous matrix from

frame j to framei
Ka 5 is the stiffness as a function ofa obtained by

averaging in a chosenb range,
Kb 5 is the stiffness as a function ofb obtained by

averaging in a chosena range.

Fig. 3 „a… Variation of the average stiffness K a „averaged be-
tween À6° and 6° … as a function of b; „b… variation of the aver-
age stiffness K b „averaged between À10° and 10° … as a function
of a.
916 Õ Vol. 125, DECEMBER 2003
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L 5 vertical ~constant! distance between origins
O3-O4

Ma ,Mb ,Mg 5 dorsi/plantar flexion, ab/adduction, ext/interna
rotation moments

Oi 5 origin of framei
j Pi 5 point Pi respect to framej

S 5 multicomponent load cell sensitivity (232)
matrix

x, y 5 cross-plate displacements
a, b, g 5 dorsi/plantar flexion, ab/adduction, ext/interna

rotation angles
«a/b 5 uncertainties relative toa, b angles
«x/y 5 uncertainties relative tox, y displacements

«Ma/Mb 5 uncertainties relative toMa andMb moments
«Ka/Kb 5 uncertainties relative toKa andKb Stiffness

Appendix I
The configuration of the mechanical system^foot&/^ankle joint&/

^shank& i.e. ^frame 0&/^frames 1-2-3&/^frame 4& is determined by
its roto-translation homogeneous matrices

0H1 , 1H2 , 2H3 , 3H4 :

0H15F cg sg 0 0

2sg cg 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

G 1H25F 1 0 0 0

0 cb sb 0

0 2sb cb 0

0 0 0 1

G
2H35F ca 0g sa 0

0 1 0 0

2sa 0 ca 0

0 0 0 1

G
3H45F 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 l

0 0 0 1

G5F 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 L
1

cacb

0 0 0 1

G , with

L5 l •cacb .

To obtaina, b as a function of the measured valuesx, y it must be
imposed

F 1O4

1 G51H4F 4O4

1 G , with

1H451H2 . 2H3 . 3H45F ca 0 2sa 2L
ta

cb

sasb cb casb L•tb

cbsa 2sb cacb L

0 0 0 1

G ,

1O45F x
y
L
G , 4O45F 0

0
0
G .

The solution is:

F 1O4

1 G51H4F 4O4

1 G H b5atan~y/L !

a5atanS x/L

A11~y/L !2D
The measured valued of forces at the load cell plane are
Transactions of the ASME
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1F5F Fx

Fy

Fz

G5FS21FV1

V2
G

Fz

G ,

and to obtain the momentsMa ,Mb we can calculate the Jacobia
1J45@]1O4 /]a,]1O4 /]b#:

FMa

Mb
G51J4

T1F5F 2Fx

L

ca
2cb

L

cb
2 ~Fy2Fxtasb!

G
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The aim of this work is to describe and validate a technique
measuring the posture of all the segments of the hand in a n
invasive way. The technique uses digital photographic image
reconstruct 3-D location of markers drawn on the skin. The ma
ers are defined to obtain joint rotation angles with physiologic
meaning. Different experiments have been developed in orde
analyze the accuracy and repeatability of the angle measureme
Although the placement of markers does not require any spe
care, the errors due to their location are lower than 2.6 deg in
cases, thus assuring the repeatability of the technique.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1635403#

1 Introduction
Hand-segment movement is usually described in clinical a

biomechanical fields by three physiological angles: flexio
extension ~F/E!, abduction/adduction~Ab/Ad! and pronation/
supination~P/S!. Distal and proximal interphalangeal~DIP and
PIP! joints of fingers and interphalangeal~IP! joint of the thumb
are usually considered with 1 degree-of-freedom~DOF! ~F/E! @1#.
Metacarpophalangeal~MCP! joints are usually considered as
DOF joints ~F/E and Ab/Ad!, as only some passive axial rotatio
is allowed@2#. The movement of the carpometacarpal~CMC! joint
of the thumb is more complex, combining F/E, Ab/Ad and P
No movement is usually considered for the second metaca
~MC2! with respect to MC3@3#, while MC4 and MC5 are consid-
ered to have 2 DOF~P/S and F/E! with respect to MC3.

Goniometers, visual techniques or instrumented gloves are u
to measure hand postures in clinical, biomechanical and ergon

Contributed by the Bioengineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
BIOMECHANICAL ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Bioengineering Div
sion, November 2, 2003; revision received June 6, 2003. Associate Editor
Vaughan.
003 by ASME DECEMBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 917



Fig. 1 Markers and reference postures. „a… Fingers RP with drawn lines and markers; „b… Thumb RP with drawn lines and
markers; „c… Markers used for fingers: D for index finger, h for medial finger, s for ring finger and Ã for little finger; „d… Markers
used for thumb.
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ics applications@4–7#. Most of these works are limited to th
measurement of a few joints and movements~mainly F/E of MCP
joints! because of the difficulty of recording the movements of
the small segments of the hand. Three-dimensional measure
for all hand segments is desirable in some applications, as we
expressing the movement in terms of physiological rotat
angles. Furthermore, if no instrumentation is allowed for any r
son, only visual techniques are suitable. Visual techniques
based on the reconstruction of the coordinates of markers f
images@5,8#, and have been shown to produce good results for
MCP joint @9#. To the author’s knowledge, no work has be
described for measuring the posture of all the segments of
hand simultaneously. The present work presents a technique b
on photographs to measure the 3-D relative position of all h
segments in terms of physiological rotation angles without in
fering with the natural behavior of the subject as markers dra
on the skin are used.

2 Methods

2.1 Description of the Technique. The method consists in
drawing the markers on segments, taking photos of two refere
postures and the one to be measured, reconstructing the 3-D
tion of markers, and calculating the physiological rotation ang
918 Õ Vol. 125, DECEMBER 2003
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Drawing Markers. In order to identify the position and ori
entation of each segment at least three nonaligned markers
needed. The markers should help also the calculation of joint
tation angles, be placed in areas with minimum skin movem
and not be hidden. The skin on anatomical landmarks use
other works~generally bone prominences! usually creases or dis
places more than in other places and is usually hidden, so tha
have selected markers~Fig. 1! drawn on the dorsal face of th
segments, separated as much as possible to minimize error
avoiding joint crease regions. Finger markers are drawn in fin
reference posture~RP! and thumb markers in thumb RP~both in
Fig. 1!. Finger RP corresponds with the resting position of t
hand with the palm and fingers laying on a plane surface, keep
the fingers close together. In thumb RP, the tip of the thumb r
on the DIP joint of the index, in a relaxed posture, according
the neutral position of the CMC joint of the thumb presented
Smutz et al.@10#.

Index and medial segments present three markers~A, B, and
C!. Markers A~proximal! and B~distal! are aligned with the bone
segment. Markers C are as separated as possible from A and
the dorsal face. Note that marker C of the index metacarpa
placed on the medial metacarpal and vice versa, assuming
mobility between both segments.

Markers for ring and little fingers differ only in metacarp
markers. They present four markers: A and B again aligned w
Transactions of the ASME
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the segment, and D and E drawn approximately perpendicula
the AB line. In seeking the highest distance between mark
marker D of little metacarpal and marker E of ring metacar
coincide. This difference is because D and E markers are use
define F/E axis so that D and E markers have to be caref
placed.

Each thumb segment presents four markers~A, B, D, and E
markers! also because D and E are used to define F/E axis.

In order to better identify markers on photographs, some li

Fig. 2 Taking photographs for the postures: „a… fingers RP,
„b… thumb RP and „c… grasping posture
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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are drawn joining them~Figs. 1a andb!, but only the points de-
fining markers are important~points with a special symbol in Figs
1c and d!. The inter-marker distance is not important, but t
orientation of pairs of markers. The only special care when dra
ing markers is avoiding the joint crease regions, the alignmen
A and B with the segment, and the placement of D and E mark
which define rotation axes orientation.

Taking Photographs and Reconstructing 3-D Coordinates.
As different markers may be drawn any time, the angles mus
referred to a repeatable neutral posture, so that angle mea
from different sessions with different markers may be compar
Some previous experiments, not reported in this work, were
veloped to check the repeatability of different neutral postu
similar to those reported by the literature. The most repeatable
easily reproducible have been selected and are those pres
above.

To obtain the 3-D coordinates of the markers digital NIKO
Coolpix 900 cameras were used to take the photos and PhotoM
eler Pro 3.1 software was employed to process them. The cal
tion of the cameras required for the 3-D reconstruction was p
formed using the same software.

To minimize errors each marker should appear in at least th
photos~minimum is two!, with angles between the shots as clo
to 90 deg as possible. Taking photos with these objectives in m
to track more than 60 markers is a complex task. A stand
procedure is followed to facilitate this task. For each RP, from fi
to eight photos are taken: one shot from the top and the o
shots approximately from a ring~Figs. 2a andb!. For the grasping
posture, more than 14 photographs are taken, distributed app
mately in two rings at two heights~Fig. 2c!. From all the photos
taken, only some of them are selected for each reconstruction
minimum set that satisfies the above requirements: in practic
turned out to be three to four photos for each RP, and eight to
photos for the grasping posture.

The 3-D location of the markers is obtained on the three set
photos: the posture analyzed~all markers!, finger RP~only fingers
markers! and thumb RP~all thumb markers and index metacarp
markers!.

Calculating Angles. To obtain rotations with physiologica
meaning, the exact orientation of the anatomical rotation a
should be known. These axes are not strictly perpendicular to
segments, nor between them, as different works have shown@3#.
However, in this work perpendicular rotation axes~Cartesian co-
ordinate system! have been assumed.

The coordinate systems~CS! are defined in the RPs~Fig. 3! as
follows. For all the segments, origin is marker A and Y-axis o
entation~P/S axis! is defined with marker B. For segments wit
three markers~all index and medial segments, and ring and lit
phalanges!, Z-axis orientation~F/E axis! is perpendicular to the
Y-axis and parallel to the flat surface on which the hand lies, a
finally, X- axis orientation~Ab/Ad axis! is cross product Y3Z.
For segments with four markers~ring and little metacarpals, and
thumb segments! X-axis orientation~Ab/Ad axis! is cross product
Y3DE line and Z-axis orientation~F/E axis! is cross product X
3Y.

In the grasping posture, the CSs are defined in the same
except for the Z-axis orientation in segments with only thr
markers: it is calculated so that the angle of the plane defined
the three markers with the YZ plane is the same as in the RP

The rotation angles at each joint are obtained as the Euler
tation angles@11# with sequence Z-X-Y of a CS2 with respect t
another CS1 expressed in CS1 according to the description o
rotation axes given by Brand and Hollister@3#. For all joints ex-
cept CMC ones, CS1 and CS2 are the CSs of the proximal
distal segments at the joint, respectively. For CMC joints, C
and CS2 are the CS of the metacarpal segment in the RP an
the grasping posture, respectively.
DECEMBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 919
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2.2 Reliability Experiments
Four objectives were followed in the experiments develop

studying the effect of the reconstruction process of marker lo
tion on the measured angles~Exp. 1!, comparing results of flexion
angles with other standard techniques~Exp. 2!, checking the re-
peatability of the RPs~Exp. 3! and studying the repeatability o
the whole technique for joint angles measurement~Exp. 4!.

Two different tests~Exp. 1! have been used to analyze ho
joint angles are affected by 3-D coordinate reconstruction err
In the first test, the same set of photographs from one RP
processed~obtaining 3-D coordinates of the markers! five times
and by two operators; the CSs have been defined and the t
rotation angles~Z-X-Y ! needed to transform proximal to dista
CSs at each joint calculated. These angles have been used a
dependent variable in two analyses of variance~ANOVAs! with
factors ‘‘joint and operator’’ and ‘‘joint,’’ respectively. The firs
ANOVA was performed to check whether the ‘‘operator’’ factor
significant and the second to calculate the repeatability error as
mean residual standard deviation~MRSD! of the ANOVA. In the
second test, nine different sets of photos from the same RP w
analyzed; again, the rotation angles were obtained and used in
ANOVAs with factors ‘‘joint and photos-set’’ and ‘‘joint’’ to check
the significance of the ‘‘photos-set’’ factor and the repeatabil
error ~MRSD!, respectively.

In Experiment 2, index MCP and PIP flexion angles have be
measured with an electronic goniometer~G35 of Penny & Giles!
and the technique presented in this work, grasping three objec

Fig. 3 Coordinate systems for fingers „a… and thumb „b…
920 Õ Vol. 125, DECEMBER 2003
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different sizes. The bias between the techniques was anal
using a pairt-test of the simultaneous measurements.

In Experiment 3, both RPs were measured on six people. A
drawing the markers, the subjects were asked to adopt each
twice. The repeatability of fingers and thumb RPs was analy
again in terms of the rotation angles needed to transform the
between segments. The global repeatability error was calcul
as the MRSD of an ANOVA with factor ‘‘subject x joint’’ for each
rotation ~F/E, Ab/Ad and P/S!. The same analysis was applied
each joint independently and with factor ‘‘subject.’’

In Experiment 4, four people repeated a posture grasping a c
~Fig. 4! several times. Special attention was paid in order to
the same posture for each subject: the elbow resting at the s
point with respect to the cone, the fingers at the same height o
cone, etc., although some small differences may exist. After p
ing the markers and measuring both RPs, the grasping posture
repeated and measured twice. On a different day, with new m
ers, the test was repeated for all the subjects. The angles of a
segments were obtained for this grasping posture and their rep
ability errors estimated from the MRSD of different ANOVAs
with different factors@12#:

• Repeatability error within the same session: factor ‘‘subjec
joint x day.’’ This variability is only associated with both
repetitions of the posture performed in each measurement
the repeatability error of the posture used.

• Repeatability error in different sessions: considering
mean angles of the two repetitions of each day and the fa
‘‘subject x joint.’’ This variability is due only to the repetition
of the whole process of marker placement, assuming that
mean grasping posture of each day is the same.

The repeatability errors for each angle of each joint were a
calculated from the MRSD of different ANOVAs, within the sam
session with factor ‘‘subject x day,’’ and in different sessions co
sidering the mean angles of the 2 repetitions of each measure
and the factor ‘‘subject.’’

The mean rotation angles of all joints are finally discussed
compared with literature for analyzing the effect of the norm
axes considered.

3 Results and Discussion
The results of the two tests of Exp. 1 are shown in Table 1. T

operator factor and thephotos-setfactor are not significant for any
rotation angle. The repeatability errors are lower than 1.3 deg

Fig. 4 Grasping posture
Transactions of the ASME
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Table 1 Effect of the errors of the 3-D coordinate reconstruction on joint angle calculation.
MRSD of the ANOVAs for each angle when photograph processing.

With the same set of photos and
different processing

With different sets of photos of the
same posture

Flexion/extension~deg! 1.007 1.229
Abduction/adduction~deg! 0.483 1.014
Pronation/supination~deg! 1.218 0.188
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all cases. This result indicates a high accuracy of angle calc
tionwith photogrammetric reconstruction of coordinates.

The correlation of the flexion angles measured simultaneo
with the goniometer and this technique~Exp. 2! is high ~correla-
tion coefficient 0.990!. No significant differences have been foun
for them (t-test significance level.0.05, mean and SD of differ
ences are 2.35 deg and 2.76 deg, respectively!.

The global repeatability errors for each rotation angle in
RPs, and mean and maximum errors obtained for the analys
each joint independently~Exp. 3! are shown in Table 2. Thes

Table 2 Repeatability of reference postures: Global repeatabil-
ity errors for each rotation angle in the reference postures „Glo-
bal MRSD …. Mean and maximum MRSD obtained for the analy-
sis of each joint independently.

Flexion/
extension~deg!

Abduction/
adduction

~deg!

Pronation/
supination

~deg!

Global MRSD 1.26 1.35 1.61
Mean MRDS for joints 1.10 1.11 1.43
Maximum MRDS for joints 3.21 2.94 2.36

Table 3 Repeatability errors for all the joints in the grasping
posture.

Flexion/
extension

~deg!

Abduction/
adduction

~deg!

Pronation/
supination

~deg!

MRSD within the same session 1.68 1.22 1.54
MRSD in different sessions 2.15 2.08 2.42
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results show that the RPs selected are repeatable, as the erro
of a similar magnitude to the photograph processing errors.

Table 3 shows the results of Experiment 4 when considering
the joints and Table 4 with joints considered independently, b
within the same session and in different sessions. In general
errors in different sessions are somewhat larger than in the s
session. This difference represents the error associated to the
placement of the markers and the error associated to the re
ability of the RPs, and is not bigger than 2.6 deg in any ca
Considering the error associated to the repeatability of the
obtained previously~Table 2!, the repeatability error associated
the markers is quite small.

Mean angles for the grasping posture are shown in Table 5
joint of the thumb is flexed, and MCP and CMC joints slight
extended and abducted with respect to the neutral posture,
some pronation. The fingers are flexed over the cone. MCP jo
have a similar flexion angle for all fingers, being slightly abduct
from the RP. Except for the index finger, flexion is accompan
by supination~greater towards little finger!, which indicates that
the flexion rotation axes are not perpendicular to the segme
This result was expected from the different shape of the meta
pal heads of each finger, which facilitates the finger’s converg
towards a same point@13#. Unless real physiological rotation axe
instead of perpendicular axes, are used, this effect will always
present. Flexion at PIP joints decreases from index to little fin
in order to adapt the hand to the shape of the cone. Again, as
rotation axis is not perpendicular to the segment, except for
medial finger, flexion is accompanied by abduction as well as
pronation in medial and index fingers, and supination in ring a
little fingers, facilitating the above-mentioned finger convergin
A similar behavior is observed for DIP joints, with smaller flexio
angles.
Table 4 MRSD of the rotation angles obtained for the grasping posture in the same session
and in different sessions with joints considered independently. 1. thumb, 2. index, 3. medial, 4.
ring, 5. little.

Flexion/
extension~deg!

Abduction/
adduction~deg!

Pronation/
supination~deg!

Same
session

Different
session

Same
session

Different
session

Same
session

Different
session

CMC1 1.03 2.92 0.99 1.85 2.40 1.03
MCP1 1.26 2.02 1.38 0.33 1.92 3.75
IP1 2.30 2.77 1.20 1.63 1.26 1.28
MCP2 1.28 2.34 1.92 1.84 2.04 1.34
PIP2 0.57 0.76 1.12 1.68 0.92 1.84
DIP2 1.43 1.33 0.42 2.14 0.80 2.71
MCP3 2.01 1.55 1.22 1.74 1.40 2.40
PIP3 1.65 0.83 1.58 1.70 1.35 2.00
DIP3 2.37 3.42 0.88 1.21 0.99 1.98
CMC4 0.82 1.73 0.47 1.94 1.35 2.39
MCP4 1.75 1.99 1.27 1.35 1.81 4.16
PIP4 1.33 1.79 0.81 3.05 1.63 2.18
DIP4 1.21 0.62 0.86 3.42 1.19 1.85
CMC5 1.27 1.30 0.31 2.11 1.82 0.51
MCP5 2.30 2.95 1.83 2.35 1.44 3.12
PIP5 1.69 2.36 1.87 1.31 1.48 3.13
DIP5 2.40 2.79 1.04 3.25 1.32 2.10

Mean MRSD 1.57 1.97 1.13 1.94 1.48 2.22
DECEMBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 921
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Because of the use of perpendicular rotation axes, rotat
about the three axes are obtained in joints where 1 or 2 ph
ological DOEs were expected. Although we have talked ab
F/E, Ab/Ad and P/S rotations, they should be considered only
rotation about the Z, X and Y axes defined, because they are
exactly the same as the physiological ones. Nevertheless, th
lidity of this technique is based on its repeatability~less than 2.6
deg of error due to the marker placement in any joint!, even when
the markers are located without specific anatomical knowledg
special care.

4 Conclusions
The technique developed is based on the reconstruction of

coordinates of points marked on the skin from photographs.
location of these markers does not need specific anatom
knowledge or special care. Markers coordinates in both the p
ture to be measured and in two reference postures are obta
and from them, joint rotation angles about three perpendic
axes. Hand posture is expressed with joint rotation angular te
nology commonly used in biomechanical fields, although in so
cases these axes do not correspond exactly with the physiolo
ones.

The reliability experiments performed show that the measu
ment process is reliable and accurate enough, and no signifi
difference is found with goniometer flexion measurements. T
technique is repeatable and very little affected by possible dif
ences in the marker placement, with a maximum error due
marker placement lower than 2.6 deg.

The technique allows hand posture measurement in a n
invasive way and is more complete than other techniques~it mea-
sures all movements of all segments!. With some improvements, i
may be used to observe 3-D movement ranges of the hand
ment for clinical applications and to measure the hand postur
subjects during real tasks for ergonomics purposes, as we
dynamic actions, if digital video images and automated recog
tion of markers are used.
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The combination of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) a
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers a promising tool th
enables the prediction of blood flow patterns in subject-spec
cardiovascular models. The influence of the model geometry
the accuracy of the simulation is well recognized. This paper
dresses the impact of different boundary conditions on subj
specific simulations of left ventricular (LV) flow. A novel hybr
method for prescribing effective inflow boundary conditions in
mitral valve plane has been developed. The detailed quantita
results highlight the strengths as well as the potential pitfalls
the approach.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1635404#

1 Introduction
Techniques based on Computational Fluid Dynamics~CFD!

have been used to investigate Left Ventricular~LV ! flow for many
years and have recently undergone substantial improvem
@1–9#. In most existing ventricular flow simulations, the aortic a
mitral valves are not modeled explicitly. Instead, they are ty
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cally simplified as an inflow or outflow boundary that opens a
closes at specified times. One key issue here is that when
mitral valve is open during diastole, appropriate inflow conditio
at the valve plane must be specified.

There are two different methods that are commonly used
specify the boundary conditions at model boundaries in CFD.
first is based on the use of Dirichlet boundary conditions t
specify the values of the variables used. The second utilizes N
mann boundary conditions that specify the gradient of these v
ables rather than their actual values. For both of these approa
it is essential that global mass conservation is satisfied throug
the simulation. This implies that the mass flow rate at the infl
boundary should match, within machine accuracy, the mass dr
into the LV due to change in ventricular volume. In practice, t
is difficult to achieve in cases where either the velocities~Dirich-
let condition! or the mass flow rates~Neumann condition! at the
inlet are specified due to the difficulty of calculating the LV vo
ume change to machine accuracy. Pressure boundary conditio
type of Neumann conditions where constant normal velocity g
dient as well as pressure values were imposed, allow global m
conservation to be controlled automatically by the CFD code
self. However, Neumann conditions assume that the flow is f
developed with a constant cross-sectional area. Unfortunately
mitral valve is located immediately above a region that underg
sudden expansion. The error introduced by the assumptio
likely to be significant.

The purpose of this paper is to explore a new method of p
scribing boundary conditions based on a hybrid approach. T
combines the specification of velocities for the majority of t
inlet area to define velocity profile at boundary plane and
specification of pressure for the remainder inlet to satisfy glo
mass conservation. Comparisons were made with simulations
formed using the proposed method as well as pure pres
boundary conditions. Issues related to the optimal location
relative areas of the velocity and pressure patches were als
vestigated. Flow simulations were performed by using prescri
LV wall movement, which was obtained by MR from a health
volunteer.

2 Methods
A volunteer with no history of heart disease was chosen for

study. The study comprised the following steps:~1! magnetic
resonance imaging~MRI! of the LV, ~2! the construction of a
dynamic model from the resulting images, and finally,~3! the
generation of a volumetric mesh, its temporal interpolation a
the subsequent CFD simulation.

2.1 MR Data Acquisition and Image Processing. Imaging
was performed using a Siemens Sonata 1.5T MR system. A T
FISP cine sequence was used to acquire 14 short axis slices
with 16 phases providing complete spatial and about 80% tem
ral coverage of the cardiac cycle~all systolic and part diastolic
phases! with a temporal resolution of 48 ms. Each slice was a
quired in a single 20-second breath-hold so as to minimize a
facts introduced by respiratory movement. Segmentation and
construction of the LV structure were performed using propriet
software. This allowed detailed spatial and temporal propertie
the endocardial border to be captured from reformatted ima
representing short axis, long axis and M-Mode acquisitions.

2.2 Structured Mesh Generation and CFD Simulation.
For each time phase, the LV cavity was subdivided into 24 blo
within which structured grids of hexahedral cells were genera
Details of the mesh generation scheme can be found in@10#. The
final model contained 54,230 nodes and 41,000 cells. Cubic sp
interpolations were performed to obtain a total of 49 tim
dependent meshes in the cardiac cycle from the 16 meshes g
ated from the original LV MR data.

The Navier-Stokes equations for 3-D unsteady laminar fl
with moving walls were solved using a finite-volume based C
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solver—CFX4 ~AEA technology!. The blood was treated as a
incompressible Newtonian fluid with a constant viscosity of 0.0
Pa s. The simulation was started from the beginning of syst
with the pressure of the aortic valve plane set to zero and with
mitral valve plane treated as a non-slip wall. At the onset of di
tole, the aortic valve was closed by treating it as a wall, whilst t
mitral valve was opened by using a combination of pressure
flow boundaries. The simulation was repeated for four cycles
order to reach a periodic solution. The results that were obtai
in the fourth cycle are presented.

To understand the influence of the imposed inflow bound
conditions on predicted flow patterns, four sets of numerical
periments were designed. Firstly, the effect of varying the inflo
opening area of a boundary with an imposed pressure boun
condition was investigated. To do this, three simulations (Pa to Pc)
were performed each utilizing a different opening area. The pr
sure at the center of each cell face at the inlet was set to zero

The second experiment was designed to test the effect of v
ing the inflow area when using hybrid boundary conditions. thr
simulations (Va to Vc) were performed with the same inflow are
ratios used in the first experiment. This time, however, the infl
area Ain was divided into two regions including a pressure boun
ary area Ap and a velocity boundary region Av . In this study, the
velocity boundaries were specified to have a uniform velocity p
file. The mean velocity at a given timet was derived from the
change in volume between successive time steps. The flow
assumed to be perpendicular to the valve plane. Zero pressure
defined at the pressure boundary patch.

Finally, for cases where the hybrid boundary condition w
used, the influence of the location and size of the pressure bou
ary patch on the predicted flow patterns was investigated. T

Fig. 1 Illustration of model surface meshes „a…, and the defi-
nition of chosen plane locations „b…. The chosen plane A 8-P8 is
approximately anterior-posteriorly orientated, aligned with
both the inflow and outflow tracts. Plane I 8-S8 is approximately
inferior-superiorly orientated and is orthogonal to the A 8-P8
plane.
DECEMBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 923



Fig. 2 Simulation results with pressure boundary condition „columns 1 to 3 … and hybrid boundary conditions „columns 4 to 6 …

prescribed at the inflow plane. First row defines the inflow area and pressure patch location. Second row presents the derived
velocity contours „upper panel … and profiles „lower panel … at the inflow plane at the mid-diastole „tÕtpÄ0.78…. Third row pre-
sents velocity vectors viewed from A 8-P8 and I 8-S8 directions at the same time.
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third and fourth experiments involved simulation using six diffe
ent pressure patch locations~cases La to Lf) and six different sizes
~cases Aa to Af) respectively.

3 Results

3.1 Geometrical Reconstruction and Mesh Generation.
Figure 1~a! shows the 3-D surface mesh of the LV at end-diast
and end-systole at approximate Anterior-Posterior view. It is e
dent that significant variations in shape and volume occur over
cardiac cycle. In addition to this, the area of the inflow tract Atotal
also changes considerably. Due to the lack of sufficiently deta
anatomical information from the MR images, the leaflets of
mitral and aortic valves were not modeled. Likewise, the ex
location of the valve ring could not be derived. Instead,
boundary planes were placed roughly 5 mm above the ventric
base, just within the left atrium and the ascending aorta. Predi
velocities are presented in two orthogonal planes along the
axis of the ventricle. The commonly used orientations in med
imaging are shown in dashed lines in Fig. 1~b! as a reference
Throughout this paper, cross sections A8-P8 and I8-S8 are used
for presenting the derived velocity vectors as they provide a be
depiction of flow through the inflow and outflow tracts.

3.2 Flow Predictions With Pressure and Hybrid Inflow
Boundary Conditions. Figure 2 shows the CFD predictions fo
cases Pa to Pc and Va to Vc , respectively. The first row defines th
inflow area (Ain), pressure patch size and location~for Va to Vc)
used in each case. The area ratios of Ain /Atotal were 100% (Pa and
Va), 70% (Pb and Vb), and 50% (Pc and Vc) respectively. The
derived velocity profiles at the inflow plane during mid-diasto
(t/tp50.78) are presented in the second row with velocity co
tours and the corresponding velocity profiles at two differe
viewing angles. It was found that the resultant velocity were g
erally skewed towards the A8-S8 direction in cases Pa and Pb .
Two high velocity regions were found in case Pc , indicating the
profile was about to switch directions. At mid-diastole (tp
50.78), a strong inflow jet was clearly evident in all three pre
sure boundary cases in predicted velocity vectors in the third
of Fig. 2. However, directions of the jet varied significantly d
pending on the area Ain . In case Pa, the jet was slightly skewed
towards the superior wall. The jet skewed strongly towards
anterior and superior walls in cases Pb and Pc , with anti-clockwise
924 Õ Vol. 125, DECEMBER 2003
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and clockwise vortices in the A8-P8 and I8-S8 planes, respec-
tively. With the exception of the A8-P8 plane in case Pa, the flow
patterns remained similar towards the end of diastole becaus
the strong swirling inside the ventricular cavity. Consistent inflo
profiles were observed throughout diastole for all cases.

In the first row ~columns 4 to 5! of Fig. 2, a dark region is
shown in the inflow area (Ap) in each of the three cases wit
hybrid boundary conditions (Va to Vc) to represent the pressur
patch defined. ‘Plug’ flow profiles can be found in all three cas
with lower velocities in the pressure patch region. In the third ro
a significantly more uniform inflow jet directed towards the ap
was observed in each case with a varied jet velocity. During m
diastole (t/tp50.78), a clockwise vortex can be seen in the A8-P8
plane for all cases. The main vortex center was located at the
side of the jet. The dominant vortex in the I8-S8 plane was anti-
clockwise.

The obvious differences in flow patterns between the cases
pressure and hybrid boundary conditions have been demonstr
It is evident that the inflow velocity profile is the main factor th
causes the differences. As described above, the inflow velo
profiles for pure pressure boundary cases were generated b
simulation itself with imposed constant normal velocity gradie
at each computational cell at the boundary patch. The profi
achieved in this manner could be significantly different from t
true profiles. With the hybrid approach, the resultant inflow p
files were very close to the prescribed velocity because the
files were imposed directly on the main region of the boundar

3.3 Sensitivity Analysis on Hybrid Boundary Conditions.
As mentioned earlier, the purpose of defining a small press
boundary patch at the inflow boundary is to help to achieve glo
mass conservation during the CFD calculation. However, the
locity profile inside the pressure patch cannot be controlled
this may result in different inflow profiles from the prescribed on
The size of the pressure patch Ap has to be chosen carefully s
that it is not too large of causing a noticeable difference betw
the resulted and prescribed inflow profiles. On the other hand
should not be too small to be sensitive to the prescribed velo
value of V0(t).

Figure 3 shows the velocity profile obtained with a press
patch located at different locations of the inflow area Ain on a
model with Ain /Atotal570%. Six different locations were tested
Transactions of the ASME



Fig. 3 Simulation results with hybrid boundary conditions at the inflow plane with different pressure patch locations. First
row defines the pressure patch location and second row presents resulted velocity contours „upper panel … and profiles „lower
panel … at the mid-diastole „tÕtpÄ0.78….
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as shown in the first row of Fig. 3. Cases La to Ld had pressure
patches attached to part of the boundary wall, whereas for c
Le and Lf the pressure patch was in the center and the outer rin
Ain, respectively. For the six cases presented, the cycle ave
ratios of Ap /Ain were: 9.29%, 11.37%, 9.14%, 9.06%, 8.41%, a
14.4% respectively. ‘‘Plug’’ flow profiles can be seen in all cas
but with small velocity variations in the pressure patch region
the resulting velocity profiles at inflow plane in the second row
Fig. 3. The mean velocity value was V0(t)50.417 m/s at this time
phase. In cases La and Le, there was a sudden dip in velocity i
the pressure patch region. A more gradual change in velocity
be found in case Lb with low velocities~contour value 2! near the
center and high values close to the wall~contour value 4! in the
pressure patch. Low velocities were found at the center of
pressure patch for cases Lc and Ld with a small amount of flow
reversal. More complex patterns were observed in case Lf where
there were a few isolated high velocity spots around the w
These regions were small, however, and the maximum velo
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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was about 20% higher than V0(t). Although no velocity patterns
were presented in Fig. 3 due to space limitation, overall fl
patterns were very similar among the six cases.

To investigate the effect of varying the area ratio between
pressure patch and the inflow boundary plane area, CFD sim
tions were performed for six different pressure patch sizes.
area ratio of Ain /Atotal remained 70% but with Ap /Ain being
4.56%, 8.4%, 14.02%, 20.23%, 28.65% and 28.35% for casea

to Af respectively. The locations of the pressure patch are sh
in the first row of Figure 4, which are mostly located on the I8-P8
side with the exception of case Af .

The resulting velocity profiles at the inflow boundary for the s
cases are shown in the second row of Fig. 4. From the vector p
high velocities appeared in cases Ad , Ae and Af . The worst case
was Af which demonstrated a maximum velocity of almost thr
times the value of V0(t). A similar situation can be found in Ae.
For Ad the maximum velocity was about 40% higher than V0(t).
Fig. 4 Simulation results with the hybrid boundary condition at the inflow plane with different pressure patch sizes. The figure
format, velocity scales as well as the chosen time phase were the same as those in Fig. 3.
DECEMBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 925
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The velocity profiles and contours appeared fairly flat in casesa,
Ab and Ac . Velocity vectors in LV were almost identical in case
Aa to Ac .

4 Discussions
Using in vivo MR measured ventricular morphology and w

movement, it is possible to perform subject specific flow simu
tions. In the absence of an explicit representation of the mi
valve in the computation model, the inflow boundary conditio
imposed at the mitral valve plane play a crucial role in determ
ing the detailed flow structure inside the LV. This study shows t
the predicted flow patterns can vary significantly if differe
boundary conditions are imposed.

As described in the introduction, the assumption of fully dev
oped flow when a pressure boundary condition is imposed wo
be inappropriate if the inflow boundary was close to a region t
experienced sudden contraction or expansion. To assess the u
tainties introduced by this assumption, a series of numerical m
els were generated with various degrees of expansion~different
area ratios of Ain /Atotal) with pressure boundary condition im
posed. Calculated inflow velocity profiles showed surprising
grees of skewing. Inflow profiles and LV flow patterns show
excessive variability as Ain was changed. Pure pressure bound
conditions should therefore be avoided for LV flow simulation
the inflow orifice area (Ain) cannot be accurately defined.

In CFD models, to avoid the problems introduced by a sud
change of area within an inflow region, a tube may be attache
the inlet. By defining an inflow region with a constant area at
far end of this tube, the boundary can be moved away from
highly dynamic region. However, this scheme is not appropr
for ventricular simulations. The direction and shape of the infl
and outflow tracts of the left ventricle typically change drama
cally during the cardiac cycle. If the tube is to be a natural ext
sion of the inflow tract, the whole tube must move significan
This movement would cause the fluid particles inside the t
to oscillate and would therefore generate highly complex fl
patterns.

Having realized the importance of the inflow velocity profil
researchers have attempted to define velocities on the inflow
gion accurately. Despite the difficulty in achieving global ma
conservation, Dirichlet velocity boundary conditions were defin
for the inlet in recently reported 2-D studies@2,5# that used~solid/
fluid! coupled modeling. In Chahboune’s work, a ‘plug’ profi
was defined on the inflow boundary. The LV volume change w
obtained by integrating the model boundary movement in a
model. However, no further discussion was made concerning
possible mass imbalance of the fluid simulation. In Vierende
work, a measured transmitral velocity profile was defined on
inflow boundary. To achieve the global mass conservation, an
tificial compressibility method was employed. For example, i
larger volume of fluid is entering the LV than the volume d
placed by the boundary, pressure will rise in cells with a m
imbalance, leading to a corresponding rise in pressure at the
diac wall. The pressure rise at the wall is then used as an inpu
the heart wall model, leading to a displacement of the card
wall. However, the procedure may be difficult to converge in 3
geometry. The idea of defining an artificial wall movement fro
imbalanced mass is also difficult to apply to a pure CFD simu
tion with prescribed LV wall motion.

In the simulations that used hybrid boundary conditions,
careful selection of the location and size of the pressure p
allowed the inflow velocity profiles to be well controlled. Cons
quently, the predicted flow patterns only varied gradually w
changes in the area Ain . Although no direct comparison was mad
between the predicted flow patterns and MR measurements in
study, the main flow features obtained from cases Va to Vd were
similar to those reported in the literature@11#.

It must be noted that the use of hybrid boundary conditio
does not come without risks. The inflow profile can be very d
926 Õ Vol. 125, DECEMBER 2003
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ferent from the prescribed one if the pressure boundary patc
inappropriately defined. The location and size of the press
patch affected the inflow profiles to different extents. Results
cases Lc and Ld indicate that a pressure patch located at the A8 or
P8 wall would produce more disturbed velocity profiles than tho
in case La. It is natural to assume that a pressure patch on
boundary of the inflow plane, such as case Lf , might not influence
the overall flow patterns to a great extent. However, high veloc
could occur at isolated locations as shown in Figure 4~Lf),
thereby influencing the overall flow patterns. In contrast, press
patches located along the I8-P8 walls ~case La) performed signifi-
cantly better. The pressure patch located in the center of the p
produced reasonably uniform profiles as shown in the cont
plot. However, the influence on flow predictions is still noticeab
The optimal location of the pressure patch for the subject stud
was adjacent to the I8-P8 wall. The hybrid boundary condition ha
by now been applied to seven normal subject LV flow simulatio
The preliminary results showed that pressure patch located a
cent to the I8-P8 wall normally produced better results.

The influence of the size of the pressure patch on the resu
inflow profiles can be understood more easily. For a fixed m
flow rate, the profile inside the pressure patch can take diffe
shapes with low velocities at one side and high velocities at
other. This variability is exasperated by an increase in the pres
patch size~such as in cases Ad and Ae). The results show that for
the pressure patch located at the I8-P8 side with an area ratio of
Ap /Ain smaller than 15%, the resulting inflow profiles are simil
to the prescribed ones and the variation of velocity inside
pressure patch can be ignored.

It should be pointed out that the results presented here are b
on the assumption of a ‘plug’ inflow which approximates report
measurements@12,13#. The mitral valve plane orientation wa
fixed in the study; therefore the direction of the inflow jet did n
change with time. In vivo MR measurements have shown that
orientation and the location of the mitral valve plane as well as
direction of the inflow jet are time dependent. The influence of
mitral annular motion to LV flow predictions will be investigate
in future studies. It also needs to be noted that no quantita
validation of the CFD predictions with in vivo data has been ma
here since the present study is focused on improving the stab
and reliability of CFD simulation.

5 Conclusions
The CFD simulation of left ventricular flow is highly sensitiv

to the boundary conditions imposed during diastolic filling. In th
study, the prescription of Neumann pressure boundaries prod
inflow velocity profiles with surprising degrees of skewing. Inflo
profiles and intra-cavity flow patterns showed excessive varia
ity as the area of the inflow orifice was changed. Computed infl
profiles were found to conform more closely to expected infl
profiles when hybrid conditions were applied to the boundary. T
location and size of the pressure region in hybrid boundary c
dition influenced resultant profiles and flow patterns. An ide
pressure patch design should ensure that velocity profiles nea
inflow plane are continuous and smooth. Generally, pressure p
located adjacent to the I8-P8 wall tends to produce better result
For the subject studied, a pressure region located infer
posteriorly, with an area of less than 15% of the total inflow ar
resulted in velocity profiles and flow patterns that most clos
resemble in vivo measurements.
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Effect of Specimen Thickness on
Fracture Toughness of Bovine Patellar
Cartilage
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Fracture toughness and crack tip opening angle were measu
for bovine patellar cartilage using modified single-edged no
specimens of two thicknesses. There was no difference in fra
toughness between thin (0.7 mm) versus relatively thick (2.7
specimens, but the crack tip opening angle at initiation of cra
propagation was larger for the thin specimens (106 deg) than
the thick specimens (70 deg). Fracture toughness of the bo
patellar cartilage~1.03kJ/m2! was not statistically different than
that reported previously for canine patellar cartilage~1.07 kJ/
Copyright © 2Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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m2! employing the same methods. Large variation in measu
ments for both bovine and canine cartilage are in part attribu
able to variation between individual animals, and are consist
with variation in other mechanical property measurements for
ticular cartilage. The observed reduction in crack tip openin
angle with increased specimen thickness is consistent with be
ior of some engineering materials, and demonstrates that sp
men thickness influences fracture behavior for bovine pate
cartilage.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1635405#

Introduction
The strength of articular cartilage is important toward wit

standing functional loads without mechanical failure or crackin
There have been extensive measurements of prefailure prope
of cartilage@e.g.,@1,2,3##, but few measurements of failure prop
erties. Most testing of cartilage failure has been by on
dimensional tension testing@4,5#; however, cartilage fails by crack
formation and fibrillation@6,7#, suggesting that fracture toughne
is a more appropriate measure of strength. Although fract
toughness is commonly measured for engineering materials@8#,
methods for measuring the fracture toughness of cartilage h
been developed only recently and are still being improved.

Chin-Purcell and Lewis@9# measured the fracture toughness
canine patellar cartilage using a modified single edge no
~MSEN! test. Cracks were formed and propagated in the deep
mid zones, using the subchondral bone to grip the specimen
unusual feature observed in that work was that the majority
cracks opened substantially~1–2 mm! before propagation. Al-
though the propagation could still be monitored and a fract
parameter computed, the test did not seem to be simulating c
propagation as it occurs in vivo. In the intact joint cracks do n
appear to open that wide, presumably due to the geometrical
straint provided by the surface@7#. It was speculated that on
reason for the large crack opening in laboratory specimens m
be due to the fact that the specimens were thin, more closely
state of plane stress, whereas in vivo the cracks would form
state more closely related to plane strain.

It is well known in the fracture mechanics of engineering m
terials that cracks in plane stress behave quite differently t
cracks in plane strain@8#. Because the principal stress on th
specimen surface is zero, cracks in a plane stress environm
may exhibit much more plastic deformation at the crack tip a
open more than cracks in plane strain conditions. Moreover,
surface region dominates the stress state whether or not signifi
plastic deformation occurs.

The primary goal of this study was to test the hypothesis t
the fracture toughness and crack opening for articular cartil
depend on specimen thickness. A secondary goal of this study
to measure the fracture toughness of bovine patellar cartilag
source of tissue more readily available for experimental purpo
than canine cartilage. We note that our focus is a material pr
erty, not a simulation of cartilage failure.

Materials and Methods
The procedures of Chin-Purcell and Lewis@9# were used to

measure the fracture toughness of bovine patellar cartilage.
vine patellae from 8 animals 12-18 months of age were obtai
from a local abattoir. Square full-thickness 6 mm36 mm speci-
mens comprised of both bone and cartilage were cut from
proximal-medial region of the patellae~Fig. 1!. Serial sections

*Corresponding author: Mayo Mail Code 289; 420 Delaware St. S.E.; Minnea
lis, MN 55455. Phone: 612-626-5021; Fax: 612-626-3900; e-m
lewis001@umn.edu.
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alternating in nominal thickness of 1 mm~thin! and 3 mm~thick!
were cut in the medial-lateral direction using a diamond wafer
blade. Since the surface tangential zone is stiffer than the de
cartilage@10#, 10% of the cartilage surface was removed to redu
nonuniformity in material properties. A centered cut made throu
the bone to separate into two supporting segments, and exte
into the cartilage by cutting with a scalpel blade~Fig. 1!. The
resulting initial crack length,a, was limited to 5%–25% of carti-
lage radial depth,W, to conform within the analytical solution
established for a/W by Chin-Purcell and Lewis@9#. Otherwise,
variation in a/W occurred due to variation in specimen rad
depth as well as our ability to create the small initial crack.

During testing the specimens were maintained in saline
pulled so as to separate the crack in Mode I. Thus the crack
initiated in the deep zone and propagated from that zone tow
the articular surface. Each specimen was held using cus
sandpaper-lined grips. Tensile loading was performed at a c
stant displacement rate of 0.2 mm/s~MicroBionix, MTS, Inc.,
Eden Prairie, MN!. Force and actuator displacement data w
collected at 10 Hz with magnified video recording of the cra
opening and point of critical~initial! propagation.

Cartilage fracture toughness was measured using the J-int
method, as implemented by Chin-Purcell and Lewis for t
MSEN geometry@9#. The load at which the crack started to prop
gate was determined using the video record. This critical load
used in an elastic stress analysis of the MSEN specimen to c
pute critical Jc . An equivalent elastic modulus was determined
each individual fracture test and used in the calculation of Jc , with
the use of a constant loading rate justifying an elastic model
assess critical crack opening, the included angle of the ope
crack tip at the point of initial propagation was measured from
magnified video image~Fig. 2!. This definition of crack tip open-
ing ~angle! is analogous to the crack tip opening displacem
~CTOD! commonly used as a fracture parameter for rigid mat
als, here replacing mouth opening displacement with open
angle for soft tissue to obviate the dependence of crack ope
on a/W and modulus.

Fracture toughness (Jc) and crack tip opening angle~CTOA!
were measured for each of 20 thin and 18 thick cartilage sp
mens. Statistical comparisons were performed using two-w
ANOVA and Newman-Keuls test for multiple comparisons to a

Fig. 1 Modified single edged notch „MSEN… specimen. An ini-
tial crack is cut in the cartilage and propagated toward the sur-
face as the load is applied parallel to the surface via clamps on
the bone. Specimen geometry, overall dimension, thickness „b…
and crack length „i.e., aÕW… are used in the calculation of frac-
ture toughness using the analytical solution derived by Chin-
Purcell and Lewis „1996….

Fig. 2 The critical crack tip opening angle „CTOA… at the onset
of crack propagation was measured from a magnified video
recording of each test. CTOA is analogous to the common frac-
ture mechanics parameter of crack tip opening displacement
„CTOD…, but obviates the influence of tissue modulus and crack
length, a ÕW, in the measurement of crack opening.
928 Õ Vol. 125, DECEMBER 2003
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sess the dependence of Jc and CTOA on specimen thickness a
well as the individual~bovine! animal from which each specime
was procured. To validate reproducibility of the test method
determining Jc and CTOA, and to provide comparative data for
homogeneous material, thin~0.5 mm! and thick~2.0 mm! speci-
mens of homogeneous urethane rubber~PS-4, Measurements
Group, Inc., Raleigh, NC! were bonded to rigid methacrylat
~analogous to bone in the cartilage specimens! and tested in the
same manner as the cartilage/bone specimens. Urethane was
sen to approximate the modulus of cartilage. CTOA was measu
for thin and thick specimens and Jc was measured for thick spec
mens to compare to Jc data obtained by Chin-Purcell and Lew
for thick ~2.0 mm! specimens of the same urethane material@9#.
Standard unpaired t-tests were employed for these compari
with a significance level of p50.05.

Results
The value of fracture toughness measured for the thin ureth

rubber specimens was 0.2560.03 kJ/m2, very similar to the value
of 0.2660.08 kJ/m2 measured by Chin-Purcell and Lewis fo
thick specimens@9#. Crack tip opening angle in urethane spec
mens was not different for thin versus thick specimens (74
69 deg versus 78 deg69 deg, respectively; p50.4). All cracks
in urethane propagated sharply, without significant blunting at
crack tip.

In bovine cartilage, there was no statistical difference in
value of fracture toughness measured for thin versus thick sp
mens (1.0561.59 kJ/m2 versus 0.9961.05 kJ/m2, respectively;
p.0.1, Fig. 3, Table 1!. However, crack tip opening angle wa
significantly larger (p,0.0001) in thin specimens (106 de
620 deg) versus thick specimens (70 deg618 deg). The indi-
vidual ~bovine! animal from which the specimen was procure
demonstrated a statistically significant effect on Jc (p50.008),
contributing to the substantial variation in measured fract
toughness.

The fracture toughness for bovine patella cartilage was co
pared to the value of fracture toughness for canine patellar c

Table 1 Fracture toughness „Jc… and crack tip opening angle
for bovine patella cartilage

Fracture Toughness~1!

(KJ/m2)

Crack Tip
Opening Angle

~Degrees!

Thin (N520) 1.0561.59 106620
Thick (N518) 0.9961.05 70618~2!

All (N 538) 1.0361.09
Canine (N587) 1.0760.87 N/A~3!

~1!There was no statistically significant difference in fracture toughness between
of the categories.
~2!Statistically different between thin, thick at p,0.0001.
~3!Crack opening in the previous study of thin canine specimens demonstrat
broad range and was assessed qualitatively by category rather than quantitativ

Fig. 3 Fracture toughness „Jc … measured in thin and thick bo-
vine specimens demonstrated substantial variation and did not
suggest a dependence on thickness.
Transactions of the ASME
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lage from Chin-Purcell and Lewis@9#. From this comparison
there was no statistical difference in the fracture toughness
tained for bovine and canine cartilage.

The average equivalent elastic modulus for all bovine cartil
specimens was 10.7 MPa, within the range of 5–25 MPa repo
for the tensile modulus of cartilage@10#. The average elastic
modulus computed for the urethane rubber was 3.9 MPa, clos
the manufacturer’s specified value of 4.0 MPa.

Discussion
The primary goal of this study was to test the hypothesis t

fracture toughness and initial crack propagation opening angl
articular cartilage depend on specimen thickness as measur
these experiments. Crack opening did depend on specimen t
ness, confirming speculation that this could be one reason that
specimens used by Chin-Purcell and Lewis@9# opened to what
seemed an unrealistic magnitude before the cracks propag
The crack opening measured for moderately thicker specim
remains large in comparison to that which apparently occurs
articular surfaces, as the thick specimens are not a direct sim
tion of the geometrical constraint provided by the intact articu
surface.

Fracture toughness itself did not appear to be affected by sp
men thickness. Therefore, the greater crack opening suggests
the larger elastic deformation occurring within thin specime
does not alter fracture mechanisms. However, since crack ope
is often used as a fracture outcome parameter in engineering
ture mechanics, the importance of specimen thickness in c
propagation behavior for cartilage should be considered in fu
fracture tests. The lack of thickness dependence on crack ope
in urethane is consistent with the observation that cracks rem
sharp and propagate without appreciable crack tip plasticity in
material.

In this study, radial cracks were initiated in the deep to mid
zone of the cartilage and propagated toward the articular surf
whereas articular cracks form in vivo within the surface zone a
propagate inward. Fracture behavior within the surface zone
tainly would be different than for the deeper zones, with orien
tion of collagen fibers tangential to the surface rather than rad
The effect of which direction the crack is driven~i.e., radially
outward versus inward! was presumably minimized by measurin
a critical value for fracture toughness and crack opening at
instant of propagation.

The secondary goal of this study was to determine the frac
toughness of bovine cartilage. Bovine cartilage is readily availa
for in vitro testing, providing a more convenient in vitro cartilag
model than canine tissue, the only tissue for which a fract
toughness value was available. There was no difference betw
the canine and bovine cartilage fracture toughness measure
the MSEN method, although both species demonstrated sub
tial variation in fracture toughness~Fig. 3!.

The variation in fracture toughness measured for bovine sp
mens was large, with a standard deviation of the same magni
as the mean value~i.e., 100% variation!. By comparison, reported
variation in prefailure material properties is on the order of 20%
50% @3#. Chin-Purcell and Lewis documented an influence of
individual animal~canine! and location on the patella from whic
specimens were procured as factors affecting fracture tough
@9#. Variation between individual animals~bovine! also affected
fracture toughness in the present study. In the canine study a
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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range of crack opening behavior was documented, with so
specimens opening little before crack propagation and some o
ing widely and not propagating at all@9#. This variation in crack
propagation behavior suggested true differences in material p
erties between specimens. However, neither proteoglycan nor
lagen concentration correlated with crack opening behavior in
canine study@11#, suggesting that some other characteristic of
tissue was responsible for the observed differences. As these
the first studies to quantify cartilage fracture toughness, the s
cific factors influencing fracture toughness and crack propaga
in cartilage are unknown. There are other limitations in the t
methods, which are another source of the variations. Assumin
isotropic elastic material is surely an approximation. Large de
mations may play a role as well. See@9# for a discussion of po-
tential experimental error sources.

Conclusions
For the two cartilage specimen thicknesses tested, crack

opening angle was influenced by thickness in a MSEN fract
test of cartilage, while fracture toughness was not. Cracks ope
less for thicker specimens than for thinner specimens, a factor
should be considered in fracture tests of cartilage. Fracture tou
ness (Jc) of bovine patella cartilage was 1.03 kJ/m2, a value simi-
lar to that reported for canine patella cartilage.
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